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Abstract

The article reviews the concept of ‘strategic alignment’ and presents the critique by Ciborra in 
SJIS (Vol. 9, No. 1) entitled “De profundis? Deconstructing the concept of strategic alignment”. 
We present a design approach that suggests how designers, conducting design projects in a spe-
cific organization, can take care of and ensure that the design of IT is appropriately aligned with 
the organization’s overall business strategy. We describe a design project using this approach. 
The project presented took place in a small public organization. Focusing on alignment as part of 
the design process had a powerful effect: It revealed that the system the organization believed 
it needed was irrelevant, while the organization needed other systems that had not been thought 
of beforehand. It also led to findings that challenged the organization’s existing business strategy, 
and it gives an example of how environmental conditions, business strategies, and plans for IT are 
changing and hence challenge traditional approaches to strategic alignment. The results from the 
design project are described and related to IS literature and to Ciborra’s article.
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INTRODUCTION

Strategic alignment addresses the problem of coordinating the relationship between the business 
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domain and the information technology (IT) domain. Improving strategic planning (and hereby 

strategic alignment) has been the number one key issue within IS management inquiries made 

in 1980, 1983, and 1986 (Brancheau and Wetherbe, 1987); and it has been the number three key 

issue in 1990 (Niederman, Brancheau and Wetherbe, 1991). It still continues to be reported as the 

most important IS management issue among key IS issues (Lederer and Sethi, 1996; Reich and 

Benbasat, 1996; Gottschalk and Lederer, 1997). The skills and knowledge used for aligning IT solu-

tions with business strategy are believed to be the most critical requirements for the IS profes-

sion, as it moves closer towards the 21st century (Lee, Trauth and Farwell, 1995).

The IS literature is dominated by a rational top-down approach to alignment and strategic infor-

mation systems planning. In the article “De profundis? Deconstructing the concept of strategic 

alignment” (Ciborra, 1997b), Ciborra launches a strong attack against the dominating IS literature. 

He claims that this literature proposes abstract models that are not rooted in the empirically ob-

servable everyday practice of managers and organizations. Instead, Ciborra suggests an approach 

to strategic alignment that is related to reflections upon our everyday experiences and rests upon 

such concepts as care, cultivation, and hospitality.

This article takes its starting point in Ciborra’s critique and in his description of the concept of 

‘care’. The purpose of this article is to present an approach to strategic alignment inspired from 

the Scandinavian approach to systems design. The article represents the perspective as viewed 

by the IT/IS-professionals (in the following referred to as ‘designers’), who are responsible for 

implementing IT. This approach should be seen as a supplement and in some cases it might be 

an alternative to the majority of IS literature that represent a management focused, top-down ap-

proach to strategic alignment.

The article is structured into three overall sections: A theoretical section, an empirical section, 

and a discussion section.

1. In the theoretical section, we present a review of the concepts ‘Strategic Alignment’ and 

‘Strategic Information Systems Planning’. Ciborra’s critique is outlined and used as a starting 

point for presenting our approach given in this article. We introduce a contemporary method 

for participatory design and describe the method’s approach to strategic alignment. In this 

method, taking care of strategic alignment is considered as one out of five overall main activi-

ties.

2. In the empirical section, we describe a study based on action research, where we conducted 

a design project and focused on strategic alignment1. The project took place in a small public 

organization. Focusing on alignment as part of the design process had a powerful effect: It 

revealed that the system the organization believed it needed was irrelevant, while the organi-

zation needed other systems that had not been thought of beforehand. It led to findings that 

challenged the organization’s existing business strategy, and it gives an example of how envi-

ronmental conditions, business strategies, and plans for IT are “drifting” and hence are chal-

lenging traditional approaches to strategic alignment.

3. The discussion summarizes the lessons learned from the empirical study and discusses the 

relevance of the suggested design approach. We reinterpret the design project by seeing it in 

light of the IS literature and Ciborra’s alternative approach, and by presenting an epilogue to 
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the project. Finally, we conclude and outline some implications for practitioners and research-

ers.

STRATEGIC ALIGNMENT

Strategic alignment is often discussed in the context of strategic information systems planning 

(SISP). Strategic alignment (in short ‘alignment’) and SISP are ‘two sides of the same coin’. While 

SISP addresses the (planning) process of coordinating the relationship between the business do-

main and the IT domain, alignment represents the result, or product, of that process.

Both concepts are widely used: 

• SISP is used by e.g. Earl (1993); Gottschalk and Lederer (1997); Henderson and Sifonis (1988); 

Lederer and Salmela (1996); Lederer and Sethi (1988; 1991; 1992; 1996); O’Connor (1993) and 

Premkumar and King (1994a), while others use the shorter Information Systems Planning, ISP 

(e.g. Premkumar and King, 1994b; Raghunathan and Raghunathan, 1994). Strategic Planning 

for Information Systems (SPIS) has earlier been suggested by King (1988).

• Alignment is used by e.g. Brown and Magill (1994); Henderson and Venkatraman (1992); Keen 

(1991); Lee et al. (1995); Parker et al. (1989); and Venkatraman et al. (1993). Other similar con-

cepts like linking (Henderson and Sifonis, 1988; Tavakolian, 1989), linkage (Reich and Benbasat, 

1996), and fit (Venkatraman, 1989; Yetton, Craig and Johnston, 1995) are also used.

SISP is explicitly defined as “the process of identifying a portfolio of computer-based applica-

tions to assist an organization in executing its business plans and realizing its business goals” 

(Lederer and Sethi, 1988, p.446)2. Seen in this perspective, the alignment approach takes the 

organization’s business strategies as a given and meets these strategies by proposing relevant 

and supportive IT3. This approach aims at establishing “a long range plan of computer based ap-

plications” (Lederer and Sethi, 1991, p. 104), in order to support current and projected business 

strategies.

The Top-Down Approach to Alignment
SISP and the process of aligning IT with an organization’s overall business strategy is generally 

viewed as a (top) management issue (Keen, 1991; Cash, McFarlan and McKenney, 1992; Hammer 

and Champy, 1993; Lederer and Sethi, 1996), and is dominated in the IS literature by a rational 

top-down approach (Henderson and Sifonis, 1988; Premkumar and King, 1994b; Yetton, Craig and 

Johnston, 1995). Methods used within SISP employ a top-down approach (Lederer and Sethi, 

1988; Premkumar and King, 1994a), and they typically begin by clarifying business strategy and 

typically end by defining appropriate IT design projects that implement the plans (Lederer and 

Sethi, 1996). Examples of SISP methods are the ‘six stages’ methodology presented by Kovacevic 

and Majluf (1993), IBM’s Business Systems Planning (Lederer and Sethi, 1992), and Andersen 

Consulting’s Method/1 (Lederer and Salmela, 1996).

The IS literature’s approach to alignment has recently been summarized in a theory of SISP, 

describing a top-down planning process with environmental issues as input and alignment as 

output (Lederer and Salmela, 1996), see figure 1. Input is perceived and influenced by external 

environments (customers, suppliers, competitors, legislation, technology, etc.), internal environ-

ments (organizational culture, size, structure, goals, management style, etc.), as well as by plan-
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ning resources (the organization’s business strategy and the time, effort, skills, and experiences 

from management and consultants). The output of the process is the production of a strategic in-

formation systems plan, followed by this plan’s implementation (i.e. the initiation and implemen-

tation of the recommended design projects), and finally alignment. Alignment is, in this theory, 

the degree to which the planning process results in strategic information systems. Here, align-

ment aims at achieving a fit between implemented projects and the organization’s objectives. 

Thus the theory views alignment as the product or the effect or outcome (Reich and Benbasat, 

1996) of the SISP-process.

The typical SISP setting, according to this theory, is a situation where top management in an 

organization – eventually supported by expensive consultants – produces a strategic information 

systems plan and implements this plan by deciding and initiating a number of design projects as 

defined and prescribed in the plan. The plan then envisage that a proper alignm

ent is achieved when the design projects have been carried out. In other words, the external and 

internal environment as well as the plan itself are taken as relatively stable, and the design project 

– once initiated – will end in producing alignment.

Figure 1: A top-down alignment model (Lederer and Salmela, 1996, p. 240).

Internal      External

Environment     Environment

   Planning

   Resources

   Planning

   Process

   Information

   Plan

   Plan

   Implementation

   Alignment

Further on in this article, we refer to the dominating alignment approach as outlined above, 

where alignment can be defined as “the degree to which the IT mission, objectives, and plans 
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support and are supported by the business mission, objectives, and plans” (Reich and Benbasat, 

1996, p. 56). In specific, our alignment perspective focuses on the relationship between an organi-

zation’s overall business strategy and the current or planned IT design projects. We include in the 

overall business strategy the relation between business strategy and the organization’s environ-

ment (this is in line with e.g. (Galliers, 1993)).

Ciborra’s Critique
Ciborra (1997a; 1997b) has recently argued that the dominating and rational top-down planning 

approaches to strategic alignment within IS literature do not reflect the practices that can be ob-

served in actual organizations and management behavior. He claims – rather polemically – that 

the IS-research of strategic alignment has failed and that new papers addressing this topic as a 

result deliberately avoid using this concept (Ciborra, 1997b).

Alignment is modeled as a bridge between business strategy and IT infrastructure, and to Ciborra 

this is an attempt to bridge two extremely unstable variables. This is bound to fail, since strategy 

ends up in “tinkering” or “bricolage” (Ciborra, 1991) and the IT-infrastructure tends to “drift”: 

“[T]here is no observable alignment, nor measurable fit, because strategy now is de facto brico-

lage, while the technology is mostly “out of control”” (Ciborra, 1997b, p. 69). Alignment models 

are theoretical abstractions that only exist in an “objective” world. Researchers develop these 

models in order to raise management awareness. New management practices usually develop 

then when managers tend to grant essence and existence to the models which again leads to 

breakdowns and “ultimate impotence” (Ciborra, 1997b, pp. 70f).

Ciborra explains the route that research within strategic alignment has taken:

“[R]esearchers made multiple abstractions out of the muddling through and drifting; idealized tinkering and 

called it strategy; idealized technology as a controllable set of means and called it IT; granted to these con-

cepts existence and essence, transformed them into boxes and traced a line between them. Then, they started 

the difficult journey back to the real world, and found difficulties in measuring “the strength of the line” or 

formulating prescriptions that would be followed by managers when tracing the line on the field of practice. 

They ingeniously provided more and more sophisticated representations of alignment, as more analytical and 

detailed maps for the actors to operate in the real world. To no avail: the higher conceptual detail remained 

confined to the world of idealized abstractions, but had little impact on the life worlds of business and organi-

zations. The research wheel was turning on empty” (Ciborra, 1997b, p. 72).

Ciborra’s Alternative Approach
As an alternative approach to addressing the issue of alignment, Ciborra suggests that “[w]e go 

back to basic evidences, and encounter the world as it presents itself in our everyday experience 

[...] and reflect upon what we observe” (Ciborra, 1997b, pp. 72f.), using a new language based on 

three concepts: Care, hospitality, and cultivation. These three concepts are described below.

The concept of care suggests a change of focus from viewing alignment as a product of a ratio-

nal planning process (SISP) to viewing it as a continuous aim of supporting and developing align-

ment as a relation – a relation which involves various actors beyond management. Care-taking 

related to strategic alignment thus becomes a part of the agenda of the specific design projects:
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“The driving force behind alignment in-action, as opposed on-paper, is a great amount of care taking per-

formed by the various actors involved in the design, implementation and use of IT applications: [...] it is just 

familiarity, intimacy and continuous commitment from the initial needs analysis throughout constructing the 

system, training the users, introducing the system into practice, modifying it as new practices emerge, and so 

on” (Ciborra, 1997b, p. 73).

Care can be expressed in three ways, as intentional perception, as circumspection, and as under-

standing (Ciborra, 1997b, pp. 73f.):

• Care performed as intentional perception has its domain in artificial “objects” and includes the 

rational alignment approach from IS literature. It deals with idealizations, abstractions, and ra-

tionalizations, and develops methods, concepts, models, and structured designs.

• Care as circumspection deals with the “worldliness” of objects and is concerned with the practi-

cal learning and problem solving situated in the specific organizational context. It involves ‘get-

ting our hands dirty’ in managing the process of developing systems and related work organi-

zation and work practices.

• Care expressed as understanding is the domain of “worlded” objects that are now embedded in 

the daily work practices. Understanding alignment ultimately means that this is part of our tacit 

knowledge.

The hospitality concept addresses the organization’s acceptance of the IT that is expected to 

achieve the strategic alignment. Proposing and implementing new IT is not just a matter of carry-

ing rationally planned changes into effect. It also involves changing work organization and power 

balances, and it typically involves (at least temporarily) an extra work load in changing existing 

work practices.

“Acceptance has to face ambiguity: coping becomes hospitality. On its turn, hospitality is an unstable way of 

coping with the stranger: it can suddenly turn into hostility” (Ciborra, 1997b, p. 74).

Cultivation is a concept which Dahlbom and Mathiassen (1993) define as an approach to change, 

where there is a reliance on changes being conducted as a series of small steps, and where the ex-

isting organization is slowly (but continuously) ‘cultivated’ to meet the new demands for change. 

Cultivation is thus a conservative approach, in contrast to the radical changes as suggested by 

business process reengineering (Hammer, 1990; Hammer and Champy, 1993). The concept of cul-

tivation should invite us to interpret organizations as “organisms” with a life of their own, not just 

changing ‘on demand’:

“Cultivation is a conservative belief in the power of natural systems to withstand our effort at design either by 

disarming them or by ruining them by breakdowns” (Ciborra, 1997b, p. 76).

A Design Approach to Strategic Alignment
In the following, we present a design approach to strategic alignment. This approach represents a 

perspective as seen by the designers who aim at implementing IT. Design projects should result in 

the development of IT that is aligned with the organization’s overall business strategy.
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Our approach is rooted in the Scandinavian approach to systems design, also known as 

Participatory Design (PD) (Greenbaum and Kyng, 1991; Muller and Kuhn, 1993; Schuler and 

Namioka, 1993). The approach has been developed within a research program, the purpose of 

which is to develop theories of and approaches for early systems design in an organizational con-

text4. We have experimented with different techniques and approaches in a number of projects, 

in order to develop a method for design in an organizational context. Our experiences from these 

projects have contributed to the presentation of a coherent method for systems design (Kensing, 

Simonsen and Bødker, 1998). This method includes guidelines for taking care of the link between 

an organization’s overall business strategy and specific needs for IT-support.

The starting point for a design project might be the result of a preceding SISP-process. But far 

from all design projects have been preceded by a SISP-process, and if they have, this SISP-process 

might not have been the result of a systematic and formal method (Earl, 1993). Therefore, a design 

project often finds its starting point in a rather ‘blurred reality’ (Ciborra, 1997a).

We have experienced that especially small organizations do not conduct large and systematic 

SISP-projects. Thus, when a specific design project is initiated, the relation between the project 

and the organization’s overall business strategy might not be clear for all of the involved parties. 

Similar experiences are reported by Reich and Benbasat (1996). During the project, contradictions, 

disagreements, and/or lack of policies concerning the strategic business level and the need for IT 

support might arise.

In agreement with Ciborra (1991; 1997a; 1997b), we argue that the relation between a design 

project and an organization’s overall business strategy is not only a management related issue and 

should not only be viewed as a top-down process, but it should also be considered as a part of the 

specific design project. This approach corresponds with what Henderson and Venkatraman (1992) 

refer to as a ‘double-loop transformation process within strategic alignment’ and is in line with the 

approach to SISP which Earl (1993) terms ‘organizational’.

Strategic Alignment on the Agenda of a PD Method
In order to prepare for a proper alignment, it is important to seek congruence between the man-

agement’s long term visions and the designers’ long term visions for IT deployment. It is also 

important to establish a mutual understanding between the management’s current objectives and 

the designers’ current objectives (Reich and Benbasat, 1996). 

We suggest that it is the responsibility of the designer, conducting a design project in an organi-

zational context, to examine the overall rationale of the design project. This involves clarifying how 

the organization’s overall business strategy is related to and should be supported by the needed 

IT, and hereby clarifying and delimiting the work domains to be in focus in the design project. 

Thus strategic alignment (in principle) ought to be part of the agenda of any design project. In our 

method for participatory design, we suggest that one main activity should be directed towards this 

aim. We call this activity “strategy analysis”. The method suggests that the overall design process 

is constituted by five main activities: Project establishment, strategy analysis, in-depth analysis of 

selected work domains, developing visions of the overall change, and anchoring the visions (see 

figure 2).
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Figure 2: An outline of the five main activities that the PD method suggests as the overall organization of the design pro-

cess. Strategic alignment is the agenda of the activity referred to as “strategy analysis”.

Project establishment.

We always recommend starting with Project Establishment – a systematic way of supporting the clarification and negotiation of the aim, level 

of ambition, scope, and conditions of the project.

Strategy analysis 

Strategy analysis is a management related activity, which clarifies the alignment between business strategy and the overall purpose of the 

design project. The result of the strategy analysis is to clarify and delimit which work domains should be in focus in the design project.

In-depth analysis of selected work domains 

The work domains pointed out as a result of the strategy analysis are in focus when in-depth analyses of current work practices are performed. 

The purpose is to reveal and develop an understanding of the rationale behind current work practices.

Developing visions of the overall change 

Developing one or more visions of the overall change is the central design activity. We emphasize that the visions should not only deal with the 

functionality and the user interface of the suggested systems, but also include organizational change and changes in qualifications needed by 

the users.

Anchoring the visions 

The purpose of anchoring is to ensure that the vision’s rationale is understood by the management who decides if it should be implemented, 

by those who will realize it by carrying out the technical and organizational implementation, and by the users who will have to live with its 

consequences.

The strategy analysis suggested by the method includes that the designers take the responsibil-

ity for:

• Analyzing the organizational context in question, revealing the organization’s business strategy 

and environment.

• Clarifying the degree to which management and other involved parts of the organization under-

stand the relation between the overall business strategy and the current project.

• Assuring that the design project supports the organization’s business strategy, and if not, ques-

tioning the design project (or the business strategy).

• Identifying, with reference to the organization’s overall strategies, the work domains that need 

IT-support.

Strategy analysis clarifies the potentials for investments in IT-support and it investigates orga-

nizational, economical, and technical limitations. It involves developing an understanding of en-

vironmental issues such as the following: The organization’s situation on a competitive market, 

which parts of the organization need to be strengthened and how this relates to the current design 

project, identification and analysis of customers and suppliers (internal and/or external), and which 

products and services the organization should provide. Thus the focus of the strategy analysis is 

on the needs, requirements, demands, conditions, constraints, etc. that the environment imposes 

on the organization and that the design project aims at meeting with IT-support.

Basically, the strategy analysis comprises the clarification or development of a chain of argu-

ments that explain the purpose of the design project in relation to the overall business strategy, 

and it clarifies the work domains that need IT-support. Furthermore, strategy analysis comprises 

an awareness of this relation throughout the design project: New insights and perspectives might 

develop that challenge this relation, especially in PD projects, where different stakeholders and 

other interest parties are involved. Also, environmental issues that can look stable to an outsider, 

may drift in unanticipated ways, bringing a design project in a new situation. In this way, strategy 

analysis is a relevant activity both as a specific activity in the design project and as something to 
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be continually aware of throughout the project.

We have experienced in some cases that these issues have been thoroughly dealt with before 

the project starts: Typically then in those cases, strategy analysis becomes part of the project es-

tablishment activity and the design team simply takes ‘care’ of strategic alignment by understand-

ing the implications for the current project and including this in the project charter.

However, we have also found that such issues, though clearly stated in the project charter, be-

come unclear during the project, and this initiates a need for further circumspection of alignment 

concerns (see for example Kensing, Simonsen and Bødker, 1998).

Finally, we have experienced that the issue of aligning specific IT support with business strategy 

develops into a primary project activity. This was the case in the project reported on below (sec-

tion 3).

A DESIGN PROJECT WITH A FOCUS ON STRATEGIC 

ALIGNMENT

In this section, we present a study based on action research, where we conducted a design proj-

ect focusing on the strategy analysis activity within the PD method. The study is in the following 

referred to as the ‘design project’.

The project is chosen as the empirical example in this article for several reasons:

• Our experiences related to strategic alignment were initially developed in this project.

• The project represents a case, as mentioned above, where a strategy analysis became a primary 

project activity.

• The project gives an example of organizational and technological drifting that calls for care-taking 

throughout the project, as suggested by Ciborra.

We describe the design project in the following by presenting the setting, the starting point of 

the project, how the project was conducted, and the findings resulting from the project.

The Setting
The Film Board is a public organization in Denmark under The Ministry of Cultural Affairs. At the 

time of the project (1992) the Film Board had approximately 50 employees and a budget of US$7.5 

million a year.

The Film Board’s main function, as specified by law, is to promote information, education, and 

artistic and cultural activities by producing and buying films and videos along with distributing 

such films and videos to their customers: Educational institutions, libraries, associations, and indi-

viduals. They produce about 100 new films and videos per year and distribute about 300.000 cop-

ies to customers per year. The filmcategories of the Film Board include cultural and social condi-

tions, such as documentaries, portraits, and debate films; education; and art, such as experimental 

video art.

The production of films and videos involves funding and supporting directors and producers, and 

to some extent managing the production. This is conducted by an Editorial Board, which receives 

applications for productions of films and videos, decides which of these to support, negotiates the 

contracts, and supports and manages the succeeding production. Applications are received from 

producers and directors from the film milieu.
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When a film or video has been produced, the Film Board has the right to make and distribute 

copies from their internal stock. The distribution is handled by a department for order receiving 

and marketing. The department receives orders from the customers requesting copies of films 

and videos. The customers are public and private institutions (typically schools and libraries) as 

well as private individuals. Films and videos are booked by the customers for a specific period of 

time, e.g. a certain date or week. The main way of ordering films and videos has been by phone, 

though customers could also order by mail. When customers call to make an order, they often 

do not know exactly which film or video they want. The Film Board would then during the phone 

conversation consult the customer regarding which films and videos the Film Board could offer to 

serve the customer’s specific need. All orders were entered into a central booking-system.

The marketing function of the department comprised organizing premieres of new films and vid-

eos, producing and marketing a yearly catalogue (in form of a book) of available films and videos, 

and informing customers of new productions. The latter included regular visits to their main cus-

tomers. The department referred to these visits as ‘fieldwork’: Taking care of existing customers 

and cultivating new markets for their films and videos.

Due to its relatively small size, the Film Board had no internal IT-department, though some of the 

employees were trained to take care of routine maintenance of their systems. Design and develop-

ment of systems were outsourced to external consultants and vendors.

Starting Point
A few years before the project, the former president had retired, and a new one was employed 

with the task of organizational and managerial restructuring and modernization of the entire orga-

nization. The Film Board had thus at the project’s starting point recently conducted a major orga-

nizational restructuring and had decided to achieve a change in its image:

• From ‘the old dusty house with films for schools’ or ‘a public library for films and videos,’ which 

was the way they believed most of their customers conceived them,

• To ‘the house for film and video art’, i.e. an organization viewed by their customers and by the 

film producing milieu as a dynamic and cultural center for film and video art.

The Film Board’s main purpose should be to “ensure that short films and documentaries remain 

as an art form, where original, experimental, and individually unique artists could have free reign 

with their creativity” (quote from the Film Board’s business strategy).

At this point in time, the Danish government had decided that a number of public organizations 

(including the Film Board) should increase their own income apart from receiving governmental 

funding. The purpose of this demand was to force the Film Board to initiate a change from a non-

commercial public organization to a more businessoriented organization, having greater attention 

towards its earnings, expenditures, and productivity.

Changing their profile and image became an important part of the Film Board’s business strat-

egy, and management made a SISP that would support this business strategy: The department 

for order receiving and marketing were to increase their efforts in their fieldwork and launch the 

new image. Increasing their fieldwork would support the marketing function in general, resulting 

in distributing more films and thus increasing their income (customers pay a fee for each film or 

video they borrow). The department thus needed to release resources from current work to sup-
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port their fieldwork.

Figure 3. Relation between business strategy and identified need for IT (SISP).

Business Strategy  Change in image and profile

    Demand for income

   Intensify fieldwork

   Release resources to do fielwork

Identified need for IT New IT (on-line booking)

In order to release resources, the organization had decided to invest in new IT-support in the 

department. The libraries had during the last few years become one of their largest customers. 

Their orders (along with most orders from the second largest customer, the educational sector) 

were very straightforward, and they experienced that about 50% of all orders by phone were now 

a kind of ‘automatic’ order, where the customer knew exactly what film or video he/she wanted, 

and hence did not need any consulting. If the department invested in a new booking system, which 

would provide their customers with the ability to order their films and videos on-line, the manage-

ment in the Film Board would expect a significant drop in the booking-task. This could release the 

needed resources for the fieldwork. Hence, the need for the on-line service was related to the busi-

ness strategy, as depicted in figure 3: This SISP and identified need for the new IT was the starting 

point for the design project.

Method
The design project was part of an action research project, where we were involved in conducting 

the project by having roles as designers. Being an action research project, it had two agendas: On 

the one hand, the organization had a need for specific IT to support its new business strategy. On 

the other hand, we wanted to experiment with the strategy analysis in our PD method.

As a starting point, management in the Film Board did not see the relevance of bringing an align-

ment concern into the agenda of the design project, since they believed they had a clear vision of 

the needed IT (as indicated in figure 3). But since we insisted that the design project also had a 

research agenda, management agreed to extend the project scope as well as include a strategy 

analysis for means of clarifying the relation between the overall business strategy and the need 

for IT-support. After completing the project establishment and agreeing on a project charter, the 

strategy analysis was initiated.

The design project was conducted by one designer, working 260 hours for a period of three 

months. The project was however the latter of three action research projects within the organiza-

tion (Simonsen, 1994), so the designer was from the start familiar with the Film Board. The design 

process was organized with regular meetings with a design team, with managers and employees 

from the department for order receiving and marketing, and with a steering committee, including 
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the president and representatives from other departments in the Film Board. The project com-

prised an analysis of the environment of the department for order receiving and marketing, includ-

ing other departments within the Film Board and the organization’s customers.

The main data gathering method used was qualitative interviews. All sixteen employees in the 

department for order receiving and marketing were interviewed as well as the president and 3 

managers from other related departments. Each interview was performed ‘in situ’, lasted for about 

1/2-2 hours, and most of them were audio-recorded. In addition to the interviews, bookings by 

phone and some meetings in the department were observed. A thorough document analysis was 

performed, as the department produced a large amount of written material (catalogue, status-

reports from efforts doing fieldwork, statistics, booklets, leaflets, etc.). Five main customers repre-

senting the libraries and the educational sector were selected and interviewed. Each of the five 

customers were visited and interviewed for 1-2 hours. The focus of the interview was on the trends 

and prospects for their use of films and videos and on their response to the assumptions that the 

Film Board, and the department for order receiving and marketing in particular, had about their 

customers.

Result
The strategy analysis in the design project in the Film Board clarified the relations with the custom-

ers and with the film producing milieu (as stated by law) and also the relation with the govern-

ment and the Ministry of Cultural Affairs, under which the Film Board, a public organization, is a 

subordinate (see figure 4). The analysis clarified two problematic relations:

• The relation between the customers and the Film Board. The Film Board knew which services 

and products they would provide for their customers, both in terms of which kind of technol-

ogy they would offer (on-line booking) and which kinds of films they would produce as their 

products for the customers. But they knew little about the customers’ needs for technological 

service, and they somewhat neglected the customers needs for film products.

• The relation between the Film Board and the government. The Film Board was aware of the 

government’s new policy about the demand for income, but the organization did not meet this 

demand.

Figure 4. The Film Board’s three main relations to it’s environment.

   Goverment

      Film

 Customers  The Film Board  Producing

      Milieu

In more detail the following environmental issues were clarified (referring clockwise to figure 4):

• Customers do not need an on-line booking service. Even though the Film Board needed its cus-

tomers to use on-line booking, their customers did not have an equivalent need. The Film 

Board’s rationale for the on-line booking system was to automate a time consuming process. 
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The proposed solution however, required that (major) customers should invest in an on-line 

connection to the Film Board (in 1992 the WWW-technology was not yet available). All the Film 

Boards’ routine booking requests (estimated to be 50% of all calls) came from a corresponding 

high number of different customers. One library visited was one of their largest single custom-

ers. They had only 1 or 2 booking requests per day. In this situation, they viewed the telephone 

as the relevant technology for ordering films and videos. They would resist paying for equip-

ment for an on-line connection and for the training of their staff to use the booking system that 

the Film Board had in mind. Even though the Film Board felt they knew their customers, they 

did not know them from such a technological design perspective.

• Customers need access to the Film Board’s catalogue through their own local databases. Their 

two main groups of customers (to whom more than 50% of all films and videos were distrib-

uted) were educational institutions (mainly municipal schools) and libraries. All libraries had, 

or were about to convert, their paper files into electronic databases. Schools had the same 

trend, as education evolves to being more and more project-oriented, where many subjects are 

studied in an interdisciplinary form. This creates a need for queries across traditional dictionar-

ies (divided by subject). The trend within the educational sector is to bar-code and record all 

educational materials into databases, creating the possibility to search by key-words and query 

for all different materials available at the same time: Books, classsets, videos, tapes, maps, 

laboratory-equipment, etc. The Film Board had to provide all these local databases with the 

possibility of getting access to an electronic version of their catalogue. If not, their main cus-

tomers would search for needed materials using their local systems, while the products of-

fered by the Film Board would still only be available by looking them up in their paper-based 

catalogue.

• No focus on customer needs. Their efforts in the fieldwork were concentrated on launching the 

Film Board’s new profile and image. No systematic work was done in monitoring and analyz-

ing the different customers’ needs for films and videos, even though the department for order 

receiving and marketing knew, from its many visits with customers, that e.g. schools and librar-

ies were not particularily interested in highly cultural and artistic film and video productions. 

On the contrary, they requested titles within education, films for children, and entertainment. 

Also, the Editorial Board was not informed systematically about the customers’ needs. The 

customers’ needs were to some extent even neglected, partly due to the new profile and im-

age, which supported the relations with the film producing milieu and disregarded the relations 

with the customers.

• Not meeting the demands for earnings. The recent demand for income from the government 

meant that the Film Board should earn about one fifth of its overall budget (about $1.5 million 

out of $7.5 million). This demand for income was automatically raised by $30,000 each year. 

The Film Board did not succeed in earning the demanded sum and had to cover the remain-

ing amount from its operating budget. The only source of income was from the distribution of 

films and videos.

• Larger decrease in earnings foreseeable. In the past few years, the Film Board had slowly experi-

enced an overall decrease in the number of films and videos distributed. During this period a 

large number of libraries had become new customers so that nearly all libraries in Denmark 
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were customers of the Film Board. Each new individual library’s number of borrowed films and 

videos stabilized rapidly. Since there were soon no libraries left to add as new customers, the 

Film Board could foresee an even larger decrease in the total number of distributed films and 

videos in the future.

• Lack of management information. The Film Board’s work practice and mentality were not geared 

to manage their expenditure compared to their income: No one knew if a specific way of dis-

tributing films and videos was profitable. Management had no information about the income 

made by the department for order receiving and marketing – and no one was considering to 

change this situation.

• Business strategy primarily supports the film producing milieu. The film producing milieu ac-

knowledged the new profile and image. This gave the producers better possibilities for produc-

ing cultural and artistic films (funded by the Film Board). These productions were considered 

more prestigious and challenging than their commercial productions, such as their production 

of advertisements for private companies.

Bringing strategic alignment into the design process caused the project to focus on new (or ne-

glected) issues at the organizational and management-related level, which again, on a technologi-

cal level, pointed to new domains for systems support not previously considered before the design 

project’s start.

At the organizational and management-related level, the design project led to the conclusion 

that the new strategic image (‘the house for film and video art’) and the demand for income con-

tradicted each other. The business strategy of changing to a new image, decided upon by the or-

ganization itself, of course had great attention. This business strategy, focusing on a production of 

artistic films and videos, tended to neglect the needs and requirements from the customers, and 

hence on the source of income. The demand for income was forced on the organization from the 

‘outside’. Its purpose was to force quite radical changes onto public organizations, having no tradi-

tion of balancing earnings with expenditures. This organization was not accustomed to this new 

requirement that was difficult to tackle and hence the organization was reluctant in paying serious 

attention to it. The overall organization, management, and current work practices were not geared 

towards an awareness of “where do we spend our resources and where do we earn them” as the 

demand for income entailed.

This result made clear through the design project challenged the Film Board’s current business 

strategy by highlighting a serious choice: The Film Board could neglect the contradiction, insist on 

the current business strategy, and hope for changes in the overall policy from the government. Or 

it could try to fulfill the demand for income, which would impose a change in its business strategy. 

These two possibilities opened a discussion reflecting two camps in the organization: One camp, 

taking care of the relations with the film producing milieu, was insisting on the current business 

strategy. Another camp, taking care of the relations with customers, was in favor of the former 

policy, arguing for a stronger focus on customer needs.

The analysis clarified, on a technological level, new needs for IT-support. The Film Board’s cus-

tomers did not have a need for an on-line booking service to the Film Board. What they needed 

was to supplement their existing local databases with the Film Board’s catalogue of films and vid-

eos. The planned new booking system would thus not provide for the expected effect by reducing 
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resources doing the booking task, and the design project consequently recommended that the Film 

Board should reject the plans for this system. The design project concluded that besides distribut-

ing the catalogue in an electronic form, the Film Board needed IT-support, which could provide 

management with information in order to monitor income, spending, the consumer market, etc.:

• How much money have we currently earned? And how far is our income from a goal of 20% of 

the overall budget?

• From where do we get our income? Which kinds of films and videos and how should they be 

distributed? From which kind of customers?

• Where do we lose shares of the market? Where do we gain shares of the market? Where should 

we make a specific market campaign? What was the result of our market campaign?

If the design project had not included the alignment issue as part of the agenda, it could have re-

sulted in a design-solution recommending an investment in an irrelevant system. Instead it identi-

fied two new systems that had not been thought of beforehand. The strategy analysis moved the 

perspective from design of a specific system (on-line booking service) into an analysis at the orga-

nizational and management-related level, which challenged the organization’s business strategy.

DISCUSSION

We summarize in this discussion the lessons learned from the design project and then describe 

the relevance of the suggested design approach. We reinterpret the design project by seeing it in 

light of the dominating IS literature, in light of Ciborra’s critique and alternative approach, and by 

presenting an epilogue to the design project. We conclude finally by outlining some implications 

for practitioners as well as for researchers.

The immediate effect of bringing strategic alignment into the agenda of the design project was a 

rejection of the proposed on-line system: The service that the planned system should provide did 

not correspond to an equivalent need from the customer’s side. Taking the customers’ needs into 

account, the Film Board had to distribute their catalogue electronically.

The overall effect of the strategy analysis was a shift in focus: From a need for a specific system 

to the overall needs this system should support. This shift in focus resulted in revealing a con-

tradiction in the overall business strategy when the demand for income was taken into account. 

Furthermore, in order to support the demand for income, the analysis pointed out new needs for 

systems specified at monitoring the market of customers as well as the Film Board’s related in-

come and spending.

Galliers (1993, p. 201) acknowledge that “information arising from [design projects] might lead 

to new thinking with regards to the business strategy.” We suggest that the following lesson can 

be learned: In conducting a design project, you might realize contradictions, or a lack of policies, 

regarding the relation between the needs for IT support and an overall strategic business level. 

Taking care of this relation might be crucial for ensuring that the design of systems appropriately 

supports the organization.

This lesson points out that part of the specific design project should include giving explicit at-

tention to the project’s relation to the organization’s overall business strategy. This is often a ne-

glected task within design. We suggest that it should be the responsibility of the designers, con-

ducting the design project, to ensure that this alignment concern is properly taken care of.
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The Relevance of Strategic Alignment for a Design Approach
The relevance of a design approach to strategic alignment is dependent on how clear the organi-

zation’s overall business strategy is presented, how clear the initial goal of the design project can 

be defined, and how clear the involved parts understand the relation between the business strat-

egy and the design project. It is also a question of whether management wants a specific design 

project to take care of this concern or not. Organizations that do not have an updated and clear IT-

strategy and where an intensive SISP process has not taken place (e.g. in small organizations with 

fewer IT-resources, like in the Film Board), management ought to consider extending the project 

scope by including an alignment issue as part of the mandate of their design projects. Including 

activities such as the suggested strategy analysis help to ensure that the relevant IT-solutions are 

prioritized5.

We have experienced, that a helpful guide used in determining to which extent it is relevant 

to include alignment in contextual design, is to analyze the scope of the design project in terms 

of ‘sub-optimization’. The aim of systems design in an organizational context is to support users 

who support (parts of) specific business processes, which in turn support (parts of) overall goals 

of the organization. The scope of a design project might be rather narrow, such as a problem as 

it is perceived by one department. The scope might on the other hand be broad, such as analyz-

ing which business strategies should be supported by technology, or which overall business pro-

cesses should be analyzed and redesigned with support from appropriate IT. On the basis of the 

initial scope of a design project, the design team should critically question what the project aims at 

optimizing, for example whether supporting a part of a specific business process (included in the 

project scope) also optimizes it’s purpose in relation to the overall business process. If there are 

no obvious answers to this, the design project might only result in a sub-optimization, with few or 

no effects at all on the overall process. In this situation, the scope of the design project may be too 

narrow.

Questioning the scope of a design project is far from a trivial task, and it is not always possible 

for the project members to carry out: In larger organizations, the task of clarifying the relation 

between specific IT-support and business strategy may be interposed between different organiza-

tional units or projects. It is not always possible to include such a clarification in a design project’s 

aim and mandate if the responsibility for this, for example, is delegated to another organizational 

unit. In this case, the designers should take precautions in establishing the necessary cooperation 

and coordination with this unit. Who has the final responsibility and how a possible coordination is 

managed should be clarified during project establishment and clearly stated in the project charter 

or elsewhere.

In small organizations, like the Film Board, the starting point for a design project may often be 

that the responsibility for securing a proper alignment is not delegated to any specific person or 

organizational unit. In such cases, the designers should take the responsibility of defining this task 

as part of the design project.

The Design Project seen in light of the dominating IS Literature
At the risk of being polemic, we could ask how the design project would be interpreted and judged 

by advocates of the dominating IS literature as described in section "Strategic Alignment".
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First, we would have to realize that the strategic information systems plan by the organization 

(as indicated in figure 3) had failed. But then we could quickly add that this plan was not rational 

or qualified enough: The management in the Film Board did not reach this plan as a result of a 

thorough SISP-process, as prescribed in the IS literature – but rather as a result of ‘tinkering’. So 

the results that the design project led to could just as well have been achieved by a thorough and 

rational SISP-process.

Second, if we look closer into the details of the design project, we could claim that this project 

actually did not address the issue of aligning business strategy with IT after all. Rather it discov-

ered a poor alignment (poor fit) between business strategy and environment – or one could add, a 

strategy drifting away from the current environmental conditions. This was discovered by explor-

ing how a suggested system would support the initial business strategy. So what is discovered is 

not about strategic alignment, but about business strategy and environmental fit, and the design 

project was just the mechanism that led to this finding.

Finally, we need more general findings. In this respect, the design project should trigger further 

research that could lead to the development of new alignment models. For example, it could be 

interesting to develop a model about the circumstances under which design projects, and the sug-

gested strategy analysis, might turn out to be the means (or mechanism) whereby organizations 

identify that they have a poor fit between business strategy and environment. Such a general 

model could provide management with the ability themselves to foresee and avoid such situa-

tions with poor alignment, thus avoiding design projects and designers that reveal and take care 

of alignment issues.

The Design Project seen in light of Ciborra’s Alternative Approach
Accepting Ciborra’s point of view, we would realize that the poor strategic plan and the ‘blurred 

reality’, which turned out to be the starting point of the design project, is an example of an observ-

able reality and thus represents the conditions under which designers have to act.

One way to interpret the design project in light of Ciborra’s alternative approach (as described in 

section 2.3), is to relate the project to the concepts care, hospitality, and cultivation.

A main point related to the concept care is that the issue of strategic alignment should be taken 

care of by all the various actors concerned with IT in the organization. This includes the designers 

in charge of the specific design projects, initiated by the organization:

• Embedding this care-taking as the main objective of the strategy analysis activity in our PD 

method thus corresponds to ‘care performed as intentional perception’.

• Using the PD method and actually bringing this concern into the design process as part of the 

project’s agenda leads to ‘care as circumspection’.

• And designers very skilled in conducting this job transforms the care-taking into ‘care expressed 

as understanding’.

The concept of care thus explains our design approach to strategic alignment and our suggested 

lesson to be learned.

A design approach to strategic alignment explicitly shifts the focus from how to design IT to 

where is it relevant to apply IT. Alignment “presupposes acceptance and hosting” (Ciborra, 1997b, 

p. 74), but it might also entail political discussions characterized by power, norms, and traditions 
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within the organization. Conflicts and power struggles, regarding which business strategies to fol-

low and how, and consequently which domains need to be strengthened by IT-support, may be-

come manifest in a project (see for example Simonsen and Kensing, 1997). The hospitality concept 

addresses this organizational oriented domain, in which acceptance suddenly can turn into hostil-

ity. The design project presented in this article gives an example in this respect: Defining and de-

ciding the new image of the Film Board was a result of a recent power struggle. The new image 

clearly supported one camp in the organization, that supported and looked after the film produc-

ing milieu, on the expense of the other camp, that defended the former image and supported and 

looked after the customers. The design project clarified and brought into focus the new demand 

for income. This demand not only made manifest the power struggle again by challenging the new 

image, but it also identified new systems. These systems, when implemented, could work as a tool 

that supported the camp working for the customers and also their position against the camp work-

ing for the film producing milieu.

The concept of cultivation invites us to view the organization as an “organism” with a life of its 

own and with the power to withstand our efforts to change by designing IT solutions (Ciborra, 

1997b, p. 76). Cultivation thus especially addresses the implementation of an alignment effort and 

hence leads us to the epilogue of the design project.

Epilogue
As a major result of the design project, the Film Board rejected the planned on-line system. But 

after a long discussion in the management group, they also rejected the rational (and SISP-type) 

proposal of trying to fulfill the demand for income by implementing IT-support to monitor income, 

spending, the consumer market, etc. Instead they ended up waiting for the environment to change 

– and they succeeded with this strategy. A few years after the design project, there was a shift of 

power in Denmark’s government, having a substantial effect on the Film Board: After more than 10 

years of a conservative led government, Denmark now had a government led by Social Democrats; 

the new Minister of Cultural Affairs was very successful in managing to acquire more funding 

for the film industry; the city of Copenhagen became Cultural Capital of Europe; The Danish film 

industry celebrated its 100th year anniversary; and the Film Board merged with 3 other small pub-

lic film organizations and moved into new attractive facilities in central Copenhagen. Today the 

Film Board, and the Danish film industry in general, is granted with more public funding than ever 

before and the political ideology behind the ‘demand for income’ is history. The organization (luck-

ily) ignored a design recommendation grounded in an assumption of a stable environment, and 

waited instead for the situation to drift – while the suggested strategic alignment remained on its 

piece of paper, real life drifting naturally took place.

Summarizing the three concepts, we see that ‘care’ describes the design approach taken in this 

article, while ‘hospitality’ highlights relevant organizational issues related to power balances, and 

‘cultivation’ addresses the organization’s final strategy of awaiting changes in the environment.

CONCLUSION

The article has presented a study that gives an example of the impact as a result of bringing stra-

tegic alignment into the design agenda. The study also demonstrates how business strategies and 
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environmental conditions drift (change) over a relatively short time horizon. The study challenges 

the traditional IS literature’s top-down and management led approach to strategic alignment. It 

illustrates a need for taking care of the issue of strategic alignment throughout a design project 

as a supplement to – or substitute for – the traditional SISP approach. The article has presented 

one attempt to construct such a design approach to strategic alignment through the main activ-

ity, “strategy analysis”, aiming at ‘care-taking’, as suggested by Ciborra. We have argued that all 

specific design projects potentially might need to give explicit attention to the business strategy 

they are supposed to support. And we have suggested that it should be the responsibility of the 

designers conducting the design projects to ensure that this task is properly taken care of.

We will finally conclude by highlighting some suggested implications for practitioners and re-

searchers:

• An identification of the need for a design project might ideally be the result of a thorough SISP 

process. In many situations though this is not the case, for instance in small organizations with 

fewer IT-resources. In such cases, management ought to consider extending the project scope 

by including an alignment issue as part of the mandate of the design project. Management 

should delegate the necessary responsibility to the designers, in order for them to include stra-

tegic alignment in the agenda as part of the overall design process.

• Designers should check for proper alignment as part of any design project. Designers need to take 

up this challenge, include it as part of their repertoire of competence, and prepare to embed the 

issue of strategic alignment as part of the design project’s scope – for example by introducing 

a main activity like the suggested strategy analysis. The relevance and level of ambition for a 

strategy analysis might be decided upon by analyzing the scope of the design project in terms 

of a possible ‘sub-optimization’.

• Promoting this new role requires the development and construction of design approaches and 

guidelines to strategic alignment and the inclusion of this issue in the educational curriculum. 

Using Ciborra’s notion of ‘care’, ‘hospitality’, and ‘cultivation’ seems to be a promising part of 

this venue.

Notes

1 The study reported on in this article was presented at the ECIS’96-conference (Simonsen, 

1996) and the ECIS’97-conference (Simonsen, 1997), where it was the recipient of the “Officers’ 

Award for Excellence”. The study is described in detail in (Simonsen, 1994).

2 In addition to this alignment approach, SISP has been defined as a search for applications 

“with the ability to create an advantage over competitors” (Lederer and Sethi, 1988, p. 446) 

and applications that attempts “to impact organisational strategies” (Lederer and Sethi, 1992, 

p. 70). This definition has been referred to as the impact approach (Lederer and Sethi, 1988; 

Parker, Trainor and Benson, 1989). The approach investigates new IT in a search for innovative 

possibilities that might change current or create new business strategies. The impact approach 

has also been referred to as the ‘competitive perspective’ of IT (Henderson and Venkatraman, 

1992; Venkatraman, Henderson and Oldach, 1993). The impact approach has been widely ad-

opted especially within business process reengineering (Hammer, 1990; Hammer and Champy, 

1993). Today, it seems as though the SISP literature still might acknowledge the impact ap-
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proach, but it primarily focuses on the alignment approach: SISP “might also entail the discov-

ery of new applications with the potential to create an advantage over competitors”, although 

“alignment is the preferred, final dependent variable” (Lederer and Salmela, 1996, p. 238 & p. 

248).

3 Other perspectives to alignment have been suggested (see note 2 above as well as Henderson 

and Venkatraman, 1992; Venkatraman, Henderson and Oldach, 1993) but the alignment ap-

proach is claimed to be the most common and widely understood alignment perspective 

(Venkatraman, Henderson and Oldach, 1993), and studies of SISP practice show, that the align-

ment approach is by far the most dominating (Earl, 1993). It is also this perspective that is taken 

by Ciborra (1997b).

4 Information about this research program is provided by URL: http://www.must.ruc.dk.

5 The result of the strategy analysis – identifying and delimiting the work domains that need 
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